DELIVER THE RIGHT MESSAGE.
TO THE RIGHT AUDIENCE.
AT THE RIGHT TIME.
NEC ALP (Analytics Learning Platform) is the business intelligence
platform to create experiences and deliver customer insights.
ALP is the platform to enhance the next generation of digital signage, elevated by personalized experiences
that drive your audience’s journeys — and provide you with insights into customer purchasing
behavior and preferences.

Meet your customer
where they are.

A central point for all
of your data.

Anonymous,
seamless and secure.

ALP uses demographic data delivered via
multiple sensors (camera, beacon, RFID, etc.)
to automatically build an engaging
experience for your shoppers. The platform
collects valuable anonymous consumer data,
along with other rich-context data feeds, to
drive insight and understanding and deliver
key business intelligence via
back-end dashboards.

ALP is a hybrid solution that uses cloud
services and an edge-computing appliance
to act as the conduit that feeds in-store data
to the cloud, while also driving real-time
content delivery — not only analyzing your
data but also delivering programmatic
content to your digital signage displays.

All ALP data is 100% anonymous, with
the platform collecting only demographic
data, along with weather, inventory, store
traffic and other contextual information to
provide deep insights in order to deliver the
right message at the right time to the right
audience. That delivery is a seamless one for
your consumer, never interrupting content
with a targeted message. So the experience
feels welcome and natural, never intrusive.
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Kelly is the Chief Marketing Officer of Full Court Kicks, a regional shoe retailer that’s on the rise. Over the
last quarter, Full Court has launched its own house brand of cross-trainers and opened 25 new shops —
and management has set its sights on going national.
Full Court Kicks is thriving because Kelly and her team have made all the right marketing decisions,
powered by NEC ALP: knowledge, insight and direction in driving engagement and purchasing behaviors.
Through NEC ALP, Kelly has the power to drive informed, data-supported decisions for her company based
on both overall trends and granular detail: Full Court Kicks knows who’s visiting their stores, where they’re
lingering, which targeted messaging is most impactful and the conversion of content to purchases.
Full Court Kicks knows who their customer is, what they’re buying, and why they’re buying it. And you can,
too. Meet NEC ALP.

Before Full Court Kicks even opens its doors for the
day, the store already has a good idea of how the day
will go: They have a history of consumer engagement
and purchasing behavior, through contextual
and historical data powered by ALP. The platform
constantly works in the background, collecting
contextual information like continuous weather data
and foot traffic broken down by demographics, and
pairing it with store data like POS transactions and
on-hand inventory. So Kelly knows not only which
types of customers buy certain shoes region-wide,
but also how an individual store performs on a snowy
Thursday from 10 to 11 a.m. compared to a sunny
Saturday morning.

Full Court Kicks staffers — from store
managers to C-suite members like
Kelly — receive a clear line of sight into
customer behavior and engagement.
ALP automatically pairs all of its data,
from demographics to triggered content,
with the store data, including POS
transactions, inventory and conversions.

Doors open! As hundreds of shoppers walk into Full Court Kicks on a
Saturday afternoon, cameras detect each visitor’s foot traffic and anonymous
demographic data (age and gender). This anonymous data is sent to ALP for
analysis. Later, Kelly and Full Court Kicks will learn that 225 people walked into
their State Street store from 2 to 3 p.m. and that 64% were male, 40% were in
the 35-40 age demographic, and they dwelled for 25 seconds on average.
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As a shopper enters the store and peruses
the shoe selection, he approaches
another camera. This camera detects
his anonymous demographic data and
creates a trigger to be sent to a nearby
in-store display: male, 40-45. The system
selects the perfect content, powered by a
rules-based engine guided by Full Court
Kicks’ desires for what they feel is the
right message for that particular audience.
Kelly’s team’s insights on that messaging
will expand over time as the data becomes
more sophisticated and complex, and ALP
continues to learn and adapt.

The in-store display finishes the content it’s playing and starts the new targeted experience chosen
for this particular shopper. ALP retains a detailed record of which targeted ads were served and
when they were played — plus how many times they were viewed and by which demographics of
shoppers, along with a proof of play for each viewing. The insights from this information will allow
the team to increase future engagements and enhance the overall guest experience.

The store can view rich analysis to see how trends change over time — from foot traffic to the most impactful targeted messaging — to increase brand
engagement and the opportunity for sales. As ALP receives more data over time, it becomes even more powerful — so Kelly and Full Court Kicks are even
better prepared for the next customer to walk through the door, searching for the perfect sneakers.
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